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Household energy

Summary

meters:

Once a humble measuring device, energy meters have risen increasingly into public awareness as a raft of countries seek to replace old analogue meters with ‘smart’ digital ones, promising a
host of new functionalities. The meter is being reframed by utilities
and governments as a key enabling technology for a range of objectives, from tariff reform to peak load reduction, to serve the highlevel policy goal of maintaining an affordable, secure and increasingly decarbonised energy system. The relative success or failure of
different smart meter programmes around the world has rested in
part on the ways in which the relationship with households has
been managed, and in particular the degree to which householder
concerns about privacy, cost, data access, and security have been
considered and incorporated into the programmes.
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Compared to traditional meters, smart meters provide a core new
functionality: near real-time monitoring of energy use in homes,
with energy data recorded and available remotely across the network. The data has a host of possible applications. For utilities and
government, it is seen as essential to increase their influence on
energy demand through tools such as dynamic tariffs, and to balance energy supply and demand more accurately and efficiently.
For householders, the addition of In-Home Displays, web interfaces
and similar tools offers new information about their energy use and
what can be done to reduce it.
This vision is, however, very much led by industry and government;
the views and interests of householders have received little attention in the design and implementation of many smart meter
rollouts. The result has been varying degrees of public resistance
and dissent.

Australia and the UK: varied experiences from frontrunners in smart metering
In a new paper recently published in Energy Research
and Social Science, authors Heather Lovell, Martin
Pullinger and Jan Webb examine the interaction between householders, utilities and government in
transitions to smart meters, via three case studies in

Australia and the UK – countries that are home to 3.5
-4 million (and counting) of the world’s current stock
of 200+ million smart meters. Australia and the UK
have been among the frontrunners in implementing
smart metering in homes.
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Victoria State, Australia
In Victoria, Australia, between 2009 and 2013, some
2.8 million smart meters were installed (covering 93%
of homes and small businesses) as part of a statewide mandatory programme. Householder resistance
eventually led the rest of Australia to decide against
further mandated rollouts. A number of things didn’t
work well in Victoria, and this is recognised by the
state government and Victorian utilities, with many
government and industry actors reflecting in interview how they would do things differently if starting
again. For example, programme costs were passed on
to all customers via standing charges from the very
start of the programme, regardless of whether or not

they had received smart meters (an average of A$760
extra per household across the period 2010-15). During the programme consumer concerns arose around
a number of issues, not just cost, including the degree
of government oversight, data privacy, impacts on
low income households, and access to meter data.
The metering technology contributed to these concerns – for instance meters were not supplied with In
-Home Displays, which instead needed to be bought
by the householder - a further cost that effectively
excluded lower income homes from much of the purported direct benefit to them.
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Social housing, Glasgow, UK
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Inadequate consideration of similar issues of data access and the realities
of living on low incomes also played out in a smaller-scale case in the UK:
the introduction of smart heat meters to a social housing estate in Glasgow, Scotland, in 2012-13, which was part of a switch from electric
heating to a gas-fired district heating system. Here too, householder involvement in the technology design phase was minimal, leading to significant dissatisfaction among some householders. The smart meters came
with a new tariff structure, removing the old pre-payment meters and introducing a new standing charge that accumulated regardless of use, as
well as a per-unit heat cost. For some low-income householders that had
previously managed their spend through self-disconnecting when money
ran out, this (albeit precarious) form of expenses management was removed – costs accumulated even when no heat was used and no money
was available to pay. Furthermore, the meters displaying daily heat use
were initially installed out of sight, adding to the perception that the meters were symbols of the utility and Housing Association, who lacked authentic concern about household welfare. Vocal protests from a minority
of households led to belated addressing of these concerns – meter displays were moved, and a zero standing charge tariff created, available to
people on low incomes and receiving welfare benefits.

Smart Metering Implementation Programme, UK
Over the same period, the UK national ‘Smart Metering Implementation Programme’ went through key
stages of planning and initial implementation. The UK
programme aims to install smart gas and electricity
meters in nearly every home and some small businesses by 2020. Policy learning from other countries
such as Australia is evident - the work of programme
design and implementation was a more collective
one from the outset, paying regard to, and striving to
include, householder views. Aside from establishing
an independent organisation, Smart Energy GB, to

raise awareness about the UK rollout and to highlight
its attributed benefits, the principle way householder
benefits have been achieved is through enabling
householders to share their meter data with third
party service providers. This creates a market for new
data-driven services, in principle enabling households
and businesses to tailor and extend the range of services they obtain from the new meter data. This appears to be setting the stage for a more positive implementation process for smart meters in the UK.
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Smart meters: reshaping relationships in the energy system

“Although it is still too early to
tell the extent to which householders will utilise the access
to their own data, and in which
ways, it potentially enables a
significant shift in the power
balance in the energy system.”

The cases above demonstrate how the functions and roles of
new smart energy meters are still in flux, becoming a site of
contestation between utility, government and householder,
with marked power imbalances evident. The Glasgow and Victoria cases demonstrate the limits of utility and government
power however; the low level of householder involvement during programme design and implementation led to conflicts and
distrust around purported benefits and the distribution of
costs. At the same time, these programmes nevertheless did
proceed, and still by and large achieved the aims of the utilities
and government despite the lack of consensus between the
different groups.
The UK smart meter programme provides an interesting counterpoint. Although it is still too early to tell the extent to which
householders will utilise the access to their own data, and in
which ways, it potentially enables a significant shift in the power balance in the energy system. Will the future system be, for
example, defined and controlled largely by existing large utilities and regulators, or by a more mixed economy of householders, local suppliers and prosumers operating alongside
large utilities and regulators? Or will the system go through a
period of disruption marked by struggles between these different actors over its future? Householder access to their energy
use data alone will not determine which of these futures
emerges, but having that access potentially removes one barrier to householders being more actively involved in the reshaping of our energy systems.

Further Reading
How do meters mediate? is available now in the journal Energy Research and Social Science.
Full reference: H. Lovell, M. Pullinger, and J. Webb, ‘How do meters mediate? Energy meters, boundary objects
and household transitions in Australia and the United Kingdom’, Energy Research & Social Science, vol. 34, pp.252
–259, Dec. 2017.
DOI direct link: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.erss.2017.07.001
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